1. Name given to the order to which the monks at Crossraguel Abbey belonged. C_______
2. The monks were allowed to have a fire here. _____O_____ 
3. A place to exercise and think. _____S___ 
4. The monks met here each morning. ________ ___S__ 
5. The only place where the monks could talk to each other. ________ ___R____ 
6. The monks did this in the refectory or dining hall. _______ 
7. A new entrance to the abbey. G________ 
8. The most important abbey building in the abbey where services were held. ____U____ 
9. Monks came from this town in Scotland to set up the abbey at Crossraguel. _____E_ 
10. An important source of water. _____L 
11. The most important service. ___A_ 
12. The chief monk. ___B___ 
13. Where bread was made. B________ 
14. A home for a certain type of bird. ___E__ 
15. The last abbot at Crossraguel. ________ _______Y